Public Notice of sUAS (drone) Flight

Post Date: 2/24/2021
(ph) 508-693-3453

Posted Date: Wednesday February 24, 2021

**Flight Date:** Friday February 26, 2021

**Time Windows:** 1:00pm to 2:00pm; Actual flight time may be considerably less.

**Location:** Sheriff’s Meadow Preserve – Edgartown, MA

**Purpose:** To collect photographs of vegetation on the property.

**Requestor:** Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation

**Parameters:** The sUAS will not exceed an altitude of 400ft above the ground. The flight will be conducted by the MVC’s licensed remote pilot in accordance with the FAA’s Part 107 regulations.

**Notes:** All flights are subject to last minute cancellation or change of flight time due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances.

- **A segment of the trail at the Sheriff’s Meadow Preserve will be closed to the public during drone flight preparations and operation.**